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Skills4Smart TCLF Industries 2030
Learn how VET providers in the TCLF sectors can build a strong network promoting
excellence. Discover why education and vocational training are the perfect bridge to the
beginning of an occupational career. Find out about the courses given to learn new skills to
identify the best way to reach targeted customers within the TCLF industries.
In this newsletter, you will learn about our 4 crucial transversal profiles of the
Skills4Smart project and have a preview of their MOOC developed by our partners. In
addition, you will have an insight into the latest activities of the VET Network.
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1.EDITORIAL
Gustavo Gonzalez-Quijano - COTANCE

In our Newsletter 5, we introduced you to the new
sectoral MOOCs (Textile Technologist, Leather
Technologist, and 3D CAD Footwear Developer). We
now move on with our horizontal profiles, i.e. those
that can be applied to all sectors. These have now
become so technical and require so specific skills that
they can no longer be fulfilled as side-jobs of other
profiles. In time, TCLF companies won’t be able to
remain competitive without them.

The first workshop took place earlier this year in April
and if you are a VET provider of excellence in any or
all the European TCLF industries and have missed it,
hurry up in contacting and joining us! The Network is
still warming up, but it will take off rapidly and you
may regret not being a part of it.
If you are a company in the TCLF ecosystem, watch
this space! These VETs are determined to change your
perception of vocational education and training,
offering not only excellence in skills development, but
also the opportunities that the combined strength of
the Network offers in terms of exchanges,
internships, partnerships, and many more innovative
collaborations.

We will start with the Process and Production
Timeline Analyst, an expert in digital process data and
performance who provides solutions to optimise
manufacturing operations.
Next, we present the Sustainability Technician, who
can monitor and improve the environmental and
social impacts of our processes and products, while
also taking into account business strategies and
clients’ requirements.

However, perhaps you are a young person attracted
to the TCLF sector; in this case, look up who is
involved in this Network, as there is no better place
where to get your education or training. Indeed, it
opens the doors of TCLF companies all over Europe
and beyond.

The TCLF industries work hand in hand with other
sectors, and our next profile, the Supply Chain
Analyst, is here to improve operations in sourcing and
traceability of raw materials, as well as to optimise
the delivery of our goods to end consumers.

Are you a public authority? If you have one of these
TCLF VET providers in your constituency, you are
lucky! It is a fabulous instrument for heaving people
out of un- or under-employment and bolstering
European regions’ economic recovery!

Last but not least, the Digital Marketing Professional
is responsible to increase the online visibility of our
companies and their products in a world where
marketing primarily focuses on the Internet.
Check out those profiles, without losing sight of the
sectoral ones, on our website.
In addition to the presentation of our profiles, this
issue of the S4TCLF Newsletter also offers you an
insight into one of the spin-offs of our Blueprint
project; the European Network of TCLF VET providers
promoting Excellence.

2. PROCESS AND PRODUCTION TIMELINE ANALYST
Alexandra Cardoso - CITEVE

How can the combination of dynamic and flexible
skills help careers?
Professional progression or finding a job is not always an
easy process.
For those who are at a stage in their career where they
want to progress but don't always identify the skills or
experience that will distinguish them or for those who are
looking for a job and still have no experience, the
acquisition of skills that will enable them to adapt to new
work situations is fundamental.
In the last decade we have been confronted with news
and studies about the importance of more dynamic and
flexible skills in order to respond/adapt to a changing
labour market.
Companies have been focusing on an approach based on
the skills and capabilities of the workforce, promoting a
permanent preparation for organisational needs.
Flexibility, adaptability to change, problem-solving
capacity in an uncertain and changing market is essential.
Based on the input from industry and VET experts and
the know-how of the S4TCLF project partners, a profile
has been developed to address the current and future
needs of the textile, clothing, footwear and leather
industry related to the production management, process
control, and timeline analysis. And so the Process &
Production Timeline Analyst profile was born.

Figure 1: Course preview - Planning techniques applied to footwear industry

Who is the Process & Production Timeline Analyst and
why is this occupation so important to the TCLF sector?
The Process & Production Timeline Analyst is responsible
for gathering, elaborating, storing, using, and sharing digital
process
data
about
compliance
to
customers’
requirements, process performance. This professional has
a deep understanding of the manufacturing technologies
and processes in order to apply various methods for
analysing and controlling the production workflow.

The designed MOOC is an important catalyst for innovation
in learning, helping to spread educational practices and
online learning.
We invite you to explore the contents, create your own
learning rhythm and challenge your knowledge!

The Process & Production Timeline Analyst MOOC
programme, created by experts, combines videos, quizzes,
and references where content with a transversal
component to the textile, clothing, footwear, and leather
sectors is presented.

Figure 2: Course preview - Process & production timeline analyst

3. SUSTAINABILITY TECHNICIAN
Elisa Pagliaroli - SPIN360

In a world where the concept of sustainability plays a
fundamental role to tackle environmental, social, and
economic global challenges, the figure of the Sustainability
Technician becomes even more crucial for the
Textile/Clothing/Footwear and Leather (TCLF) sectors.

In this MOOC you will not only be able to learn how to take
action in making sure that TCLF products satisfy the needs
of customers in terms of sustainability requirements, but
also you will work to find the right balance between
environmental and social impact, and company’s economic
growth.

First of all, the Sustainability Technician ensures that
manufacturing processes and products of the TCLF
industries are compliant with legislation on the
environment, Health & Safety, and Corporate Social
Responsibility, and is able to identify the associated risks
and implement the appropriate corrective measures. In
addition, his role is fundamental in making sure that
companies adhere to sustainability standards in all phases
of the supply chain, from the best materials for the
production
and
traceability
to
monitoring
the
environmental and social impacts, but also in providing
correct information to customers regarding the products
that have been put on the market.

It’s your time to ride the change and get the most out of
this course, in order to make a real impact as a
Sustainability Technician!
68% of sampled VET providers declared that when
collaborating, this was done at the regional or national
level. Half of the VET providers collaborate with entities
from the European Union, while collaboration with entities
outside the EU accounts for 23,5%.
What’s next?
The survey findings are currently being used to guide the
establishment of the Network of European TCLF VET
providers promoting Excellence. The Network will be a
dynamic platform to strengthen collaboration between VET
providers, exchange best practices, identify common goals
and initiate joint initiatives. The project consortium is still
receiving expressions of interest from VET providers across
Europe, which will lead to the signature of a Memorandum
of Understanding officially launching the network.

In order to respond to such requirements, new skills and
competences are needed in a wider range of areas:
environmental and social legislation and policy,
mastering sustainability concepts – such as circular
economy, CSR, eco-labels etc,
life cycle environmental performance of products and
organizations,
knowledge on eco-friendly materials and sustainable
technologies.
To cope with such new demand in terms of skills and
competences, the S4TCLF project has developed a specific
MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) that addresses and
allows the effective transfer of those skills in order to
master the role of Sustainability Technician.

4. SUPPLY CHAIN ANALYST
Rosana Pérez Francés - INESCOP
Did you know that education and vocational training
are the perfect bridge to the beginning of an
occupational career?
The Supply Chain Analyst is an important profile in a TCLF
company because an efficient supply chain translates into
increased profitability by reducing operating costs and
applying a more precise control of the entire process.
TCLF companies must continuously generate new ideas to
obtain a competitive advantage on the global market.
Because of this, their interest is focused on the analysis and
management of the supply chain, creating value, and
making sure they meet customer expectations.
The Supply Chain Analyst MOOC combines the knowledge
and competences in technology and best business
practices. The optimisation of the internal operations of a
company contributes to achieving greater savings and
benefits by improving the processes and information
exchanges.

They will have in-depth understanding of the business
problems that may affect the supply chain and they use
suitable tools (included digital ones) and database
management systems in relation to production planning,
procurement, manufacturing schedules, warehousing and
sales.
This MOOC has been designed by experts from Italy,
Poland, Portugal, and Spain. The online training material is
made up of videos with subtitles in various languages, selfassessment questionnaires, proposals for practical
exercises. All of them with asynchronous connection with
the tutor from the platform.
We encourage you to take part in this self-learning
experience, in this area of knowledge of strategic relevance
in TCLF companies!

Depending on the TCLF company size, Supply Chain
Analysts may carry out or collaborate in several tasks like:
data gathering and analysis.
providing solutions to cut costs.
increasing the efficiency throughout the entire product
life cycle within the TCLF companies
improving the supply chain operations in relation to
sourcing and procurement of raw materials and their
traceability,
optimising movement of supplies inside the
manufacturing stages and delivering, by regional,
national, or international means.

Figure 3: Course preview - Waste management

Figure 4: Course preview - RFID

5. DIGITAL MARKETING PROFESSIONAL
Alessandro De Rosa - PIN
In recent years, the world of communication has deeply
changed, due to the Internet and the digital revolution that
have disrupted the ways of interaction and the traditional
assets rooted in the company marketing policies.
Every day people talk about it and almost every day new
terms are coined to indicate this great change that has
distorted the techniques and methods of communication of
products, which we can summarize with the term "digital
marketing". What does it mean?
When people in the industry talk about digital marketing,
they talk about implementing digital technology into
everyday marketing strategies and integrating business and
marketing activities according to the needs of online
customers, which are changing more and more. In fact,
millions of people use the web every day to search for
information, find advice, get an idea of a product or make
the decision to buy a particular product. In addition, today
consumers have taken on a new role, increasingly active,
where they can even determine a brand's reputation.
When the production of content on the Internet extended
to the "common users" of the web and stopped being
exclusive for technicians and IT experts, thanks to the
development of user-friendly web spaces such as
communities and social networks, some cornerstones of
Internet use have been imposed that have completely
transformed the way to communicate about a
product/service and, ultimately, to do marketing.

For these reasons, companies of TCLF industries face a
new challenge: to be online and visible to people and
potential customers worldwide. In this context, the role of
a digital marketer within a company, able to find potential
customers through online platforms, is crucial because the
new era of marketing technology focuses primarily on the
digital field. Companies that remain anchored to old
communication models and do not renew their marketing
policies will disappear.
Therefore, the objective of the S4TCLF project is to make
training programmes and learning contents attractive for
this professional digital marketing profile.
The purpose of MOOC digital marketing professional is to
provide the skills to identify the best way to reach targeted
customers, through the use of social networks, blogs,
websites, online advertising campaigns, online content
optimisation, email, mobile apps, and many other
platforms where web traffic can be immense. In particular,
through these MOOCs, you can learn the fundamentals
and tools on the elaboration of digital strategy for
Textile/Clothing/Leather/Footwear (TCLF) brands and
companies, in order to manage online sales through the
knowledge of e-commerce, marketing, management
protection of data and digital communication.
Ultimately, the Internet has given new possibilities to TCLF
companies to reach new customers and promote their
products. However, the soul of marketing has not changed.
It has been enriched with new tools and ways that the
digital marketing professional must know how to use in
order to make these companies more competitive.
It’s your turn! Learn with these materials and become a
new digital marketing professional: enjoy!

Figure 5: Course preview - Content marketing strategy

6. THE NETWORK OF EUROPEAN TCLF VET PROVIDERS
PROMOTING EXCELLENCE TAKES OFF!
Paul Lasserre - CEC

In April 2021, Vocational Education and Training (VET)
providers from across Europe met virtually to hold the first
workshop of the European Network of TCLF VET providers
promoting Excellence to exchange ideas and priorities for
joint action. This initiative brings together TCLF VET
institutions to further strengthen Textile, Clothing, Leather,
and Footwear skills provision in order to better and faster
respond to these sectors’ needs. Carmen Arias, SecretaryGeneral of the European Footwear Confederation (CEC)
described this first workshop as “a great first step towards
greater collaboration and connectivity between our
European TCLF VET community” and stressed that
“promoting excellence in vocational training is critical for
our industries’ productivity and innovation”. Following the
success of this first gathering, Network members will
continue their work in a second workshop in late June 2021

The key role of VET to bolster European regions’
economic recovery

The positive impact of collaboration

At its core, the Network is about developing and
implementing concrete actions and share best practices.
The Network workshops are meant to identify priorities
and strengths and to devise collaboration schemes.
Priorities include adapting TCLF VET provision to the real
environment of TCLF companies to reduce skills
mismatches, support the continuous learning of teachers,
set up projects for youth exchanges and internships,
develop shared training tools, and enter into dialogue with
public authorities and other relevant stakeholders.

As a first step, S4TCLF project partners conducted a survey
of 94 VET providers from 14 European countries. The
results show that collaboration within a Network would
increase the opportunities to grow as a smart VET provider,
the scope of collaboration activities, and the diversity of
TCLF actors that VET providers collaborate with. Being part
of a Network means creating ties between many different
players and allows VET providers to reap the benefits of
collaboration, minimize the obstacles they currently
encounter and create a propitious substrate to better
respond to needs in terms of education, TCLF
competitiveness, and regional growth.

Robust and agile VET systems will make regional economic
structures more responsive to disruptions and uncertainty,
boost TCLF companies’ growth and attract better-qualified
young talents. It is particularly the case in the TCLF sectors
where geographical concentration is high and many
companies operate in regional clusters. Network members
will work to make their respective VET systems and
institutions better prepared to respond to the latest
companies and workers’ needs by implementing targeted
collaborative actions and engaging in dialogue with
regional authorities to fully integrate their voice into
regional development strategies.
Implementing concrete actions to strengthen TCLF VET

More information can be found on our S4TCLF project
website and our S4TCLF Twitter page

Figure 6: VET Network in the S4TCLF project

Click here to sign up for the project’s newsletter and get the latest
news and facts straight to your mailbox!

s4tclfblueprint@euratex.eu

s4tclfblueprint.eu

@skills4tclf

@Skills4SmartTCLF

Erasmus +
Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices
Sectoral Skills Alliance for implementing a new strategic approach “Blueprint” to sectoral cooperation on skills (Key Action 2, Lot 3)
Project number: 591986-EPP-1-2017-1-BE-EPPKA2-SSA-B.

